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Annex D1 – Technical Offer 
for criteria 1 and 2
“Cod. 37_18 – Open procedure for the supply and installation of a solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) pilot system fueled with LPG”

CIG: 7489293817  CUP: 16000410006 



Technical offer for criteria 1 and 2: Description of the proposed SOFC cell pilot system and time schedule of the requested supply
It should be noted that the offered product must comply with all the minimum technical criteria required, indicated in the Annex C "Technical Data Sheet of the required product", otherwise the offer will be excluded. 
In order to facilitate the presentation of a technical offer corresponding with the technical requirements of Sardegna Ricerche, a template of the technical offer concerning the description of the proposed SOFC pilot system and time schedule of realization of requested supply is given below. The tenderer shall provide in the present template all the information useful for the correct evaluation of the technical offer in accordance with the evaluation criteria specified in the Tender Specifications (“Capitolato Speciale d’Appalto”) and translated in the ANNEX J - Useful information - Evaluation criteria.
 
N
Characteristic
Technical specifications proposed / Description
Remarks / 
Commens
1
Description of the proposed SOFC cell pilot system 
Attach the description of the proposed SOFC pilot system. The description should not exceed 15 pages of A4 format (1 page = max 1800 characters).
In addition to the max 15 pages of the SOFC system description, it is also possible to attach technical data sheets of the single components of the system (inverter, management system, container, etc.) and a project of the SOFC system itself with the indications of the electrical, water and gas connections.
Describe the proposed SOFC cell system and its functioning principle by highlighting its advantages and disadvantages. Indicate the system configuration, specifying its main components, the number of SOFC cells proposed and the connections between them. Specify if it is possible to feed the proposed system also with fuels other than LPG and if so, indicate which fuels can be used. Indicate the chemical characteristics of the fuel that shall be used to power the system (degree of purity, composition, components harmful to the system) and indicate its average daily consumption and pressure. 
Provide the description of the thermal energy recovery system, indicating: the types of heat transfer fluid that can be used; the maximum temperature of the heat transfer fluid leaving the heat recovery system; the temperature of the exhaust gases entering the exchanger; indicate whether the system is equipped with a circulator or not and the maximum working pressure of the heat transfer fluid. Describe the measures adopted or required in order to guarantee the integrity of the SOFC and the safety of the operators when there is no recovery of thermal energy from the user, as it happens in summer and the heat transfer fluid remains still inside the exchanger. Indicate the maximum and minimum allowed flow rates for the water entering the exchanger and the respective pressure losses.
Describe in detail all the necessary installations and adjustments required for the correct connection and optimal operation of the system (power supply, input gas pressure, possible pressure reducers and necessary safety valves, water connections, section and type of pipes, system of the process fumes discharge, etc.). Describe the security measures in the system offered (for example toxic and / or explosive gas sensors, alarms in case of breakdowns, emergency shutdown, etc.). Specify the environmental conditions in which the operation of the proposed system is guaranteed (temperature, humidity, etc.). Specify which measurable values are implemented within the monitoring system and can be visualized and downloaded by end user (client). Specify the number and type of inverters (single-phase / three-phase) that will be used.
2
Time schedule of realization of requested supply 
Attach the time schedule. This document should not exceed 3 pages of A4 format (1 page = max 1800 characters).
Specify and describe the phases of the order realization (for example: design of the system, prototype construction, prototype testing, implementation of the complete system, etc.) and the steps related to the system transfer to Sardegna Ricerche’s site (for example: shipping, installation, system start-up, verification of the correct operation, etc.). Indicate the expected duration for each of the phases / steps or activities. Indicate also the most significant milestones.
The time schedule of the activities together with the indication of the main phases has to cover all the period (no longer than 8 months) from the moment of the order up to the moment of the system start-up.


